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-------------- (16) ------------------------ Dept. of Social Work ----------------------------------Theoretically, women rights are well established, partly due to the heritage of feminism, constant
pressures from women groups and organizations on the international establishment to put gender
equality on the global agenda. These efforts had some tangible results and importantly, women
themselves are more aware about their rights. There were significant changes in the socio-economic
conditions of the women all over the world and international efforts remained result oriented in
motivating the countries of world to sign United Nations Conventions relating to human rights in
general and women rights in particular. In addition, international assistance is possible in starvation,
disasters and war-affected people facing various problems, visible from following factors:
(a) More women are working, as growth of women force remained substantially higher than
men in every region of the world except Africa.
(b) More girls are being educated and gap between boys and girls enrolment has narrowed
significantly, even in Africa.
(c) Women are living longer, as their expectancy has increased substantially in developing
countries from 53.7 in 1970 to 64 years in 2000.
(d) Women are having fewer children and 50 percent of women have access to modern
contraceptives.
(e) There are more women in politics especially at grass-root levels. In 22 countries, women
represent more than 25 percent in their respective governments.
(f) Legislation from international to local levels recognizes that women’s rights need to be
protected.
(g) There are more liberal marriage laws in some countries and average age of marriage is
going up constantly.
(h) Lesbian women in some countries have more rights than earlier and 19 northern countries
have some legislation recognizing same sex relationships.
(i) Female genital cutting has been outlawed in six African countries, which was serious and
heinous act against women.
These facts represent one gloomy side of the gender issues, but the darker side is further
disheartening, as 1.3 billion people living in poverty consist of 70 percent women. In parts of the
north, the discrimination in earning of male and female persists, as Britain women are earning 63
percent of male earning for same tasks. Women’s share in decision-making has reached to 30
percent in 28 western countries. Beliefs and practices are being dredged up from the past by
fundamentalists and recast, sometimes in countries, where they were never common practice. In
Sri Lanka, some groups demanded female genital cutting, sometimes known as female genital
mutilation, as an Islamic duty despite the fact that no one in Sri Lanka had ever practiced female
genital cutting and that had nothing to do with Islam.
In Pakistan, there were attempts to import a North African interpretation of religious law, in
which a woman always remains a minor and is never able to enter into a contract to her own right.
This is part of Algerian and Moroccan law, but had never been part of religious practice in Pakistan.
In Algeria, Muta’s marriage was introduced in fundamentalist military camps, which is a temporary
marriage, which can be entered into four years, months or few days and requires consent of both
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parties. It was a Shi’a practice and had never been used in Algeria, until fundamentalist men wanted
to give legal sanctity to make rape of young women in villages, they raided and intended to make
such acts legitimate.
The Islamist approach to women rights is treated as such issues are western propaganda and
they want to get rid of such nuisance in their own society, which is governed by Islamic law. Such
views are not confined to Muslim world as in Uganda, which has positive record on women rights, an
amendment to Land Act, which was intended to give women the right to own land was rejected by
President Museveni on the grounds that such action was to save the world from mistake of the west.
It was further added that it was like telling Karimojong nomadic herders that Parliament has passed a
bill allowing women to share cows and allowing the land rights would start civil war in the country.
The Women of Uganda network remarked that the ideological stance of President was
trapped in 1960s time-warp and raising gender issues were out of step. But women rights entered
suddenly into Uganda along with the import of Coca Cola, Levi Jeans and Pornography. The irony
was huge quantum of thinking and pushing through women issues over 20 years came from women
of south. The notion of feminism of western was bandied by those ignorant in deligitimatizing way
and compelled to accept that feminism is a plant only grows in its own soil. For some Muslim
women, veiling remained wider part against western statement.
This approach was against earlier liberation of throwing off veil, but later accepted the
approach of veiling by most of Muslim women. Events of 11 September 2001 exacerbated, where
most of Muslim people were forced to choose specific identities to separate them from Christians and
whites and had direct impact on Muslim women to feel very conscious about being different to feel
very personal and to express feelings of mistrust and unwanted white persons. The climate of fear in
Britain against racism meant negative public attitude towards asylum-seekers, when they needed
refuse. Women claiming refuse on the basis of gender persecution had become more difficult, when
western governments were trumpeting the cause of women of other countries.
The backlash of moral family values was back to fashion and Republic Senator of Bush
administration stated that feminists and liberals were hurting American families. Major women rights
organizations of US released scorecard rating Bush Administration on key issues affecting women
internationally meriting B+ for rhetoric and F for reality. Despite pro-women rhetoric, the Bush
Administration slashed social programme for single mothers, attacked affirmative action for women,
cut funds to national or international women organizations supporting abortion, tied large chunks of
HIV and AIDS funding programmes of promoted sexual abstinence and appointed right wing radicals
to powerful positions, who had conservative views on women.
WOMEN’S RIGHTS FROM RETROSPECT:
In the west some and women felt strongly that women’s rights were granted at the cost of
men’s rights and men’s movement in Britain at the student end expressed their sentimental feelings
that they regarded the assertion that women were disadvantaged as the big lie of that time and
feminism was based on big lie. There can be no greater folly or degeneracy than to provide further
support, via Ministers for Women etc to the most privileged group of society. Women, while denying
the disadvantaged, suppressed and persecuted group, men had any similar representation to express
their sentiments. Feminism about women is getting something for nothing.
The issue of feminism had gone too far, is less important that the feminism has been
established at all. Feminism is an aberration, like Nazism and communism, blight on their society.
They are not the only one to see feminism and the gains women have made in this light. A South
Africa study suggests that recently reported high level of violence against women may be partly
fueled by male backlash against progress, women had made. Researchers have referred as ‘neopatriarchy- a new attempt to exert male authority, in this case through a culture of sexual violence. \
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Women are not just submitting to these assaults passively and in many Muslim countries,
they are arguing for the right to define the Palestinian women’s legal reform movement and insist for
avenues of Arab women’s rights within the context of Islam. Solutions of the problems of Muslim
women exist in Islamic system, as there are different schools of Islamic jurisprudence. In Iran,
women have been educated since separate education system for girls and boys was introduced after
1979 revolution and there is quite revolution for women rights. Girls were wearing wispy coloured
scarves and their long coats were getting shorter.
The authorities started fighting back and issued an order in May 2003 calling for an end to
manufacture and sale of transparent scarves and tight fitting coats. Muslim women engaged in
manufacturing of school clothes had resented over the order by mentioning that everyone should have
right to wear according to liking. Reformist members of Parliament stated that if women could not
get clothes they wanted, women should stitch as per their liking. It was further revealed that the issue
was not limited to clothes, women intended to wear, but one of three marriages in Tehran ended in
divorce. Women were working as doctors, lawyers and managers and once women stepped out into
street, she cannot remain traditional women any more.
Iranian human rights lawyer Shirin Ebadi stated that generations of astute, thoughtful
Muslim women listening to Quran understood perfectly well its essential themes and its faith.
Looking around them, they understood well travesty men had made it according to their whims. Their
problem was not with the Islam but it existed with the culture of patriarchy- a system based on male
power has been challenged all over the world. There is real sense that women have not just made
practical steps forward, but at all levels, they have gained confidence as result of the changes wrested
from those in power over last few decades. This was not a northern phenomena alone, but for cultural
change of women rights.
Snapshots of history shows that women have always struggled for their rights and the
progress is not straight line, as many societies where women are most repressed today were the most
enlightened in the past. History shows that rights can be won and they can also be taken away. There
remained some landmarks in the past, where women struggled for their rights for centuries and
suffered severely at times in the process of their struggle. Each country had its religious sentiments
and status of women remained changing with the ruling community and religious heads, who had
their active role in political decision making at the apex levels.
In 900 BC, in ancient Sumer i.e. Iraq, Egypt and Japan, adult women could own property,
play active role in marketplace and even be clerics. In pre-colonial Latin America, some native
cultures practice, which the anthropologist call ‘gender parallelism’ valuing equally the distinct and
overlapping tasks performed by men and women. The agrarian societies that follow tend to less
egalitarian. In 1400s, trade brought new status to women in some countries. In Nigeria, among the
Igbo, a wealthy woman can buy a wife to work with her and Yoruba women elect their own female
representatives to protect their trading interests.
During French revolution of 1776, working women march on Versailles to demand bread
was responsible to change ruling system of the country. In 1791, this inspired French playwright
Olympe de Gouges to issue the Declaration of the Rights of Women and the Female Citizen. She is
executed by guillotine, when demands for women’s rights were rejected. In Britain, Mary
Wollstonecraft rejected conventional family authority in 1792, believes in female education and
bearing child, out of wedlock and wrote a vindication of the rights of women, which becomes a
catalyst for subsequent feminist thinking. The struggle for women rights remained a continuous
process worldwide.
In 1848, first global women rights convention was held in Seneca Falls, New York
participated by men and women, where agenda for women’s movement was set. In Brazil, women’s
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urban newspapers like O Jornal das Senhoras or Ladies’ Journal complained that marriage is an
unbearable tyranny and women deserve a just enjoyment of their rights. In 1861, emancipation of
serfs raised expectations of equality of Russian women. Japanese women’s movement was founded
during the decade 1880-90, where Kishida Toshiko was jailed for a week after calling for women’s
horizons to be as large and free as the world itself. As consequential impact, Japanese Government
had to eventually ban women’s political participation.
In 1893, New Zealand became first country in the world to sanction voting rights to women.
In 1896, National Association of Coloured Women of United States, founded by Margaret Murray
Washington to unite Black Women’s organizations and elected Mary Church Terrell its first
president. The NACW became a major vehicle for reforms during next forty years. During 18901923, Islam was used to justify education for women. In 1923, Huda Sharawawi founded the
Egyptian Feminist Union. Egyptian women were at the forefront of the battle for independence from
Britain.
In 1911, socialists observed 8th March as day to honour for women, who organized strikes
for better working conditions. In Mexico, Jovita and Soledad Pena organized La Liga Femenal
Maxicanista- the Leagus of Mexican Feminist. In 1913, South Africa, traditional women’s
organization viz., Manyano acted as saving clubs for poor women and these women were at the
forefront to fight against apartheid. In 1920, African American women met to discuss the mode for
their standing side by side with white race women and work for full emancipation of all women
Lugenia Burns Hope.
In 1926, as part of modernization programme, Kamal Ataturk of Turkey abolished polygamy
making schools and universities co-educational, gave political rights to women and recognized equal
rights of women in divorce, custody and inheritance. The women war of 1929 in Nigeria was
consequential impact of response among Igbo women’s trading networks to planned imposition by
British rulers of a new tax on women’s property. The British put down women revolt by firing into
the crowd killing at least 50 women and injuring another 50. This move of the British Government
was to curb women rights to provoke protests.
In 1941, almost 7 million women of United Stated could get jobs in view of entry of
civilians in to armed forces. About two million women were placed in the industrial units and
400,000 women jointed arm forces. In 1947, Gandhiji expressed strong opposition towards male
domination over female and first Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru advocated for equal educational
and work opportunities for women. Nationalists adopted a slogan as India cannot be free until
women are free and women cannot become free until India is free. In 1947, the Constitution
guaranteed equality between sexes.
In 1948 Doria Shafik of Egypt formed Daughters of Nile Union and in 1951, she organized
an invasion of the Egyptian Parliament by women and in 1953 created women’s political party, which
was suppressed by the Government. In 1959, about 2000 women of eastern Nigeria protested for their
declining status by occupying and setting fire to a market. They negotiated a resolution that
eliminated all foreign courts and schools and expelled all foreigners from the area. In 1977,
Argentinean women formed a ‘Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo’ to defy the murderous military junta
that seized powers from the President Isabel Paron of Argentina.
Duration from 1975 to 2001 remained the birth and growth of the feminist movement in
various parts of the world. First International Women Conference in Mexico launching the United
Nations decade for women and formation of women’s groups all over the world, including feminist
newspapers, students organizations, professional women and lesbian feminists. In the later duration
conferences in Copenhagen in 1980, Nairobi in 1985 and Beijing in 1995 were milestones in the
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sphere of women rights. After declaration of United Nations covenants, various countries of the
world signed in acceptance of human rights as well as women rights
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